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Some things in life 
are worth a closer look

If you’re the owner of a Mercedes-Benz R-Class, there is a 
good chance that you appreciate, perhaps more than most, 
the value of products that combine the best attributes of both 
form and function. The R-Class exemplifies this concept, 
with its powerful motors, performance-oriented handling and 
extraordinarily versatile interior – all superbly integrated 
in a beautiful rendition of contemporary Mercedes-Benz design.

Genuine Mercedes-Benz Accessories follow this concept. 
All accessories are engineered to the same uncompromising 
technical, reliability and appearance specifications we 
commit to deliver on everything bearing the Three-Pointed Star. 
Whether it be a dazzling aluminum alloy wheel, an inte-
grated vehicle interface for your iPod®, or a cargo management 
product, you are assured that accessories from Mercedes-Benz 
will meet your expectations for quality, performance and design.

With this brochure we invite you to take a closer look at the wide 
range of automotive and personal accessories developed for 
the R-Class, available to you exclusively through authorized 
Mercedes-Benz dealers.
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4 mud flap
[see chapter UTILITY & CARE P. 27]

front fender extension
[see chapter APPEARANCE P. 11] 2

chrome lower bumper trim piece
[see chapter APPEARANCE P. 10] 1

19" 5-spoke aluminum alloy wheel
[see chapter APPEARANCE P. 9]3
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You have probably chosen to drive the R-Class because it combines 
the best attributes of more conventional vehicles, such as the driving 
characteristics of a nimble luxury passenger car, the sleek styling 
of a large coupe, and the flexible interior of a sport-utility vehicle. It’s 
unique transportation for unique people living unique lives.

Genuine Mercedes-Benz Accessories compliment each unique R-Class 
attribute. Our engineers have designed an array of products to 
personalize the vehicle to your liking. Look at the photo to the left. 
You will find these ideas all around your R-Class. 

For your convenience we have divided this catalog into four parts: 

  APPEARANCE leads you to sparkling products to add a personal look 
 to your Mercedes-Benz – inside and outside. 

  ENTERTAINMENT & COMMUNICATION connects you with the 
 outer world and keeps you entertained while part of the inner world 
 of your vehicle. 

  UTILITY & CARE offers articles to enhance the functionality of your  
 Mercedes-Benz.

  THE COLLECTION provides an assortment of unique products  
 that complement your Mercedes-Benz and your personal lifestyle.

Genuine Mercedes-Benz 
Accessories for the R-Class

roof rack basic carrier
[see chapter UTILITY & CARE P. 25]6

roof cargo container, large
[see chapter UTILITY & CARE P. 24]7

4 mud flap
[see chapter UTILITY & CARE P. 27]

8 roof spoiler
[see chapter APPEARANCE P. 11]

chrome door handle inserts
[see chapter APPEARANCE P. 13] 5
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20" 5-Twin-Spoke Aluminum Alloy Wheel [P. 8] 
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Mud Flap [see chapter UTILITY & CARE P. 27]
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Wheel Hub Inserts

Add an attractive finishing touch to your wheels with 
these inserts. Three styles available:

Classic Star & Laurel design in blue | Above left | 
Silver with chrome Three-Pointed Star | Above center |
Chrome with chrome Three-Pointed Star | Above right |

18" 6-Spoke Aluminum Alloy Wheel

Finish: titanium silver, high-sheen polish

Wheel Size: 8J x 18 ET 67 | Tire Size: 255/55 R18

20" 5-Twin-Spoke Aluminum Alloy Wheel

Finish: sterling silver

Wheel Size: 8.5J x 20 ET 61 | Tire Size: 265/45 R20
 | Availability may be initially delayed |

Nothing can change your vehicle’s appearance 
quite as dramatically as its wheels. That’s 

why we developed several dynamic wheels that 
accentuate the distinctive styling of the R-Class. 
The challenge faced by our design engineers was 
to combine state-of-the-art technology with 
expressive designs to create wheels of uncompromising 
quality and an unmistakable Mercedes-Benz flair. 
We believe you’ll agree that they successfully met their 
challenge.

Accessory wheels are only for specified tire sizes and 
may require use of wheel bolts other than those 
originally supplied with your vehicle. Failure to use 
proper equipment could result in an accident or 
vehicle damage. See your authorized Mercedes-Benz 
dealer for details and installation.

Tire Valve Stem Caps

A perfect finishing touch, these 
chrome plated solid brass 
valve-stem caps dress-up any 
wheel. Each a set of four. 
Available in black, silver or AMG.
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19" 5-Spoke Aluminum Alloy Wheel

Finish: sterling silver

Wheel Size: 8J x 19 ET 67 | Tire Size: 255/50 R19

Chrome Air Intake Bridge

This accent piece adds a dazzling sparkle to the front 
profile of the R-Class. Coordinates very nicely with 
the accessory Chrome Lower Bumper Trim Pieces and 
standard chrome appointments in the grille.

appearance



18" 5-Twin-Spoke Aluminum Alloy Wheel

Finish: titanium silver

Wheel Size: 8J x 18 ET 67
Tire Size: 255/55 R18

19" 5-Spoke Aluminum Alloy Wheel

Finish: chromed

Wheel Size: 8J x 19 ET 67
Tire Size: 255/50 R19
 | Availability may be initially delayed |

Chrome Lower Bumper Trim Piece

Pair a set of these chrome accents with the 
Chrome Air Intake Bridge to create an 
eye-catching ground effect for your R-Class. 
Installs easily in minutes.

19" 5-Spoke Aluminum Alloy Wheel

Finish: titanium silver

Wheel Size: 8J x 19 ET 67
Tire Size: 255/50 R19
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18" 5-Twin-Spoke Aluminum Alloy Wheel

Finish: titanium silver

Wheel Size: 8J x 18 ET 67
Tire Size: 255/55 R18

Aerodynamic Set

Give your R-Class an even more dynamic 
look with our Aerodynamic Set, consisting 
of Front Fender Extensions [A] and Roof 
Spoiler [B]. Comes primed for painting body 
color by dealer. | Parts not sold separately |

[B] Roof Spoiler

Enhance the sporty character of your R-Class with this  
sleekly sculpted rear spoiler. Tailor-made of high- 
quality material for quick installation and a perfect fit.  
Comes primed for painting body color by dealer.

[A] Front Fender Extension

These attach easily and permanently to 
the corners of the R-Class front bumper, 
creating the illusion of a lowered suspension. 
Comes primed for painting body color 
by dealer.

[A]

[B]
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Accessory wheels are only for 
specified tire sizes and may require 
use of wheel bolts other than 
those originally supplied with your 
vehicle. Failure to use proper 
equipment could result in an accident 
or vehicle damage. 

See your authorized Mercedes-Benz 
dealer for details and installation.

Wheel Locks

Chrome-plated wheel locks  
can provide a subtle but effective 
security touch to your R-Class, 
helping to protect your light alloy 
wheels and tires from theft. 

18" 10-Spoke Aluminum Alloy Wheel

Finish: titanium silver

Wheel Size: 8J x 18 ET 67 
Tire Size: 255/55 R18

17" 7-Spoke Aluminum Alloy Wheel

Finish: titanium silver

Wheel Size: 7.5J x 17 ET 56
Tire Size: 235/65 R17
 | Compatible with R350 only |



Blue-Illuminated Door Sill Panels

Light up your R-Class in eye-catching style each time 
you open the front door with these luminous 
blue-colored “Mercedes-Benz” stainless steel door sills. 
Available for front doors only. Comes in a set of two.
 | Availability may be initially delayed |

Door Sill Panels, Non-Illuminated

High-quality door sill panels made from 
brushed stainless steel. Panels feature 
chrome-backed Mercedes-Benz lettering with 
glass inlay. Comes in a set of four.
 | Availability may be initially delayed |
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Chrome Door Handle Inserts

Help protect your finish from scratches  
and show an added touch of style with  
a set of four chrome door handle inserts.

License Plate Frames

Choose from four quality stainless steel designs in an assortment of durable finishes 
to enhance the appearance of your license plates without blocking registration tags in 
all four corner locations. Design styles include: Mercedes-Benz frame, Slimline frame, 
AMG Logo frame, and Star Marque solid plate. Please see INDEX for finish options for 
each design.

Liftgate Handle

Made of stainless steel in polished or satin 
finish, this handle attaches to the license 
plate to help prevent fingerprints and reduce 
the possibility of scratching the finish on 
your R-Class.

satin

carbon fiber

black 
powder coat

polished 

black pearl

Wood & Leather Steering Wheel

Add a touch of distinctive elegance to your R-Class 
with this steering wheel, made from durable 
richly-grained leather and hand-burnished burl 
walnut wood. Charcoal, ash or stone leather 
available. | Availability may be initially delayed |
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Door Sill Panels, Non-Illuminated

High-quality door sill panels made from 
brushed stainless steel. Panels feature 
chrome-backed Mercedes-Benz lettering with 
glass inlay. Comes in a set of four.
 | Availability may be initially delayed |
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Tele Aid1

There at the touch of a button.
Mercedes-Benz
Enhances your in-vehicle experience. 

Mercedes-Benz offers a suite of innovative com- 
munication and entertainment systems designed 

to enhance and personalize your in-vehicle experience. 
Navigation, Hands-Free Communication System, Rear-
Seat Entertainment and Tele Aid services like Stolen 
Vehicle Recovery, Personal Concierge, and Automatic 
Collision Notification are just some of what Mercedes-
Benz offers. 

So, what matters most to you? Perhaps it’s an extra 
measure of security, or an interest in efficiency tools 
that let you be more productive during your drive 
time. Or maybe you would just like an added sense of 
luxury. 

For security, for efficiency, for luxury... Mercedes-Benz  
can cater to your unique lifestyle.

1 Tele Aid equipment is standard on the R-Class V8 models and optional on V6 models. On equipped
 vehicles, first year’s basic Tele Aid Security and Care package provided at no additional cost.
 Subscription and aquaintence call required for system to be active. Service operates only where
 cellular and Global Positioning Satellite system coverage are available. 

2 Concierge service available only in Tele Aid Luxury & Convenience package. Traffic Information 
 and Route Assistance use included as part of Tele Aid Luxury & Convenience package. Additional 
 per use charge applies when used with Tele Aid Security & Care package. See your dealer for 
 details. Owner must authorize vehicle tracking and provide passcode and a valid stolen vehicle 
 police report number. PIN code required to activate Remote Door Unlock.

Tele Aid puts a variety of services at your 
fingertips with three simple buttons: 
SOS, the Wrench Button, and the i-Button.

SOS Button

In case of an emergency, push the SOS Button 
for a Tele Aid response specialist who can 
notify police, paramedics, or other emergency 
personnel of your vehicle’s location. SOS 
is automatically triggered in the event of an 
airbag or seat belt emergency tensioning 
device deployment.

  
Tele Aid

  
Navigation

  
Hands-Free Communication System

  
Rear-Seat Entertainment

   

  
iPod® Integration

   

  
CD Changer

Wrench Button

If you need Mercedes-Benz Roadside 
Assistance, push the Wrench Button. Service 
personnel will help you identify the trouble 
and dispatch Roadside Assistance if necessary.

i-Button

Push the i-Button to contact the Customer 
Assistance Center or be connected to 
your Mercedes-Benz dealer. You can also 
reach the Concierge Service or receive 
Route Assistance and Traffic Information.²
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Choose the Tele Aid package 
that fits your lifestyle:

Tele Aid Security & Care¹

You’re already driving a very safe car. Now, Tele Aid Security & Care enhances 
your sense of security by providing emergency notification services, 
connection to Roadside Assistance, Remote Door Unlock, Stolen Vehicle Recovery, 
Anti-Theft Alarm Notification, and more. Keep your annual subscription 
up-to-date and enjoy the peace of mind that comes from knowing you and your 
family have an added measure of Security & Care.

Tele Aid Luxury & Convenience2

The Tele Aid Luxury & Convenience package builds on the services of Tele Aid 
Security & Care and adds access to premium services that enhance your in-vehicle 
experience every time you get into your Mercedes-Benz.² Upgrading to the Tele Aid 
Luxury & Convenience package is as easy as pressing the i-Button and speaking with 
a Tele Aid response specialist.

Personal Concierge acts as your personal assistant on the road. The Concierge 
Service offers you the gift of time and convenience by fulfilling your requests for 
nearly “anything, anytime, anywhere”… at the touch of a button.

Traffic Information provides up-to-the-minute details on traffic conditions along 
your route.3

Route Assistance connects you to a trained specialist who has the resources to 
locate and get you to your destination.

Online Concierge allows you to access your Personal Concierge via computer from 
the convenience of your home, office, or anywhere you have Internet access.

3 Traffic information is based on available broadcast data and is not available in all areas.
 Route Assistance is limited to available digitized map data which does not include all areas 
 or routes within area. 



Mercedes-Benz Navigation4 
More than a map.TM

The Mercedes-Benz Navigation System, available as a dealer-installed option even 
after you take initial delivery of your R-Class, is an in-dash console that combines 
Global Positioning System (GPS) technology with detailed DVD-based maps to allow 
you to plan trips, navigate detours, and help prevent you from getting lost. (Vehicle 
location is determined by the GPS system.) 

The system covers more than 4.6 million miles of navigable roads in the 48 contiguous 
United States, plus Hawaii and Canada. 

The Navigation System also offers 1.6 million Points of Interest in 40 categories 
including ATMs, hotels, airports, hospitals, museums and more.

4 DVD-based system represents the 48 contiguous United States, plus Hawaii 
 (Oahu only) and Canada, on a single DVD. Directional assistance provided 
 only when GPS coverage is available. DVD maps do not cover all areas nor all 
 routes within an area. While the navigation system provides directional  
 assistance, the driver must remain focused on safe driving behavior, including  
 paying attention to traffic and street signs. The driver should utilize the  
 system’s audio cues while driving and should only consult the map or verbal  
 displays once the vehicle has been stopped in a safe place. 

NavUpdate

Your Mercedes-Benz Navigation System relies upon the navigation disc – a detailed 
electronic map – to guide you to your destinations and help you find the services and 
attractions that you need and want in your daily life. But things are constantly changing 
out there. Roads are added or diverted, restaurants open and close, hotels and hospitals are 
built, ATMs move. In fact, as much as 20 percent of the information on these navigation 
discs are updated every year. That is why Mercedes-Benz sells new, updated discs every 
year to ensure that you always have the most current navigation information available.



5 Always plug the phone into the cradle for use inside the vehicle. 
Operating a phone or radio transmitter with its own attached or built-in 
antenna while the engine is running can interfere with the vehicle’s 
electronic systems. For safety reasons, the driver should not use the 
cellular phone while the vehicle is in motion. We encourage the driver 
to stop the vehicle in a safe location before answering or placing  
a call. See your Mercedes-Benz dealer for current handset availability. 

The Mercedes-Benz Hands-Free Communication System incorporates state-of-the 
art communications technology with the engineering expertise of Mercedes-Benz. 
Unlike conventional cell phones, the Hands-Free Communication is seamlessly 
integrated into your vehicle and engineered, tested  and approved by Mercedes-Benz 
to provide optimum reception and sound quality while helping you keep your eyes 
on the road and your hands on the wheel.

MHI Interface Cradle

The Multi-Handset Interface (MHI) Cradle keeps the handset 
charged, automatically accesses your phonebook, and 
is designed to be flexible to accommodate a selection of 
mobile phones for most major carriers. For a current list 
of compatible phone models visit www.Wireless4MB.com.

Hands-Free Communication System5

Keeping you in touch.

Instrument Panel Display 
Lets you view your phonebook entries and Caller ID 
with minimal driving distraction.

Audio System Display 
Lets you view various data including phonebook 
entries, dialed numbers, phone status, Caller ID, 
and text messages.

Steering Wheel Controls 
Send, end and answer calls, control volume, 
or scroll through your phonebook without taking 
your hands off the wheel.

Multi-Handset Interface (MHI) Cradle
Keeps the handset charged and accommodates 
a selection of the latest phones. 

External Antenna
The system incorporates an external 
antenna to improve reception for optimal 
performance.

Microphone 
Features noise and echo reduction while 
being discreetly integrated into your vehicle’s 
interior. 
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Who’s riding in your backseat? Your kids’ favorite superhero,  
a dashing leading man, or maybe it’s your favorite comedienne? 
With the Mercedes-Benz Rear-Seat Entertainment System, 
you can bring along your favorite DVDs and your backseat 
becomes your own personal movie theater. 

Your passengers are entertained and because DVD audio  
plays over wireless headsets, the driver can concentrate on 
driving with fewer distractions.

6 Mercedes-Benz recommends that young children be supervised 
 while using the system.

 Rear-Seat Entertainment System installation necessitates the 
 removal of the integrated second row passenger cupholders.
 Ask your dealer for availability of an alternate accessory cupholder.

Rear-Seat Entertainment System6

Being a passenger has never been so entertaining.

The Mercedes-Benz Entertainment System includes:

 A state-of-the-art media player that supports movies in  
 DVD format and music in CD, DVD and MP3 formats.

 A high-resolution 7" LCD color display that conveniently  
 folds away when not in use for additional security.

 A specially designed, child-friendly remote control
 featuring a sliding cover that exposes only key buttons
 such as Play, Pause, Rewind, and Fast forward. Picture  
 quality controls and other advanced user options remain  
 covered.

 Two high-quality wireless headsets for tangle-free  
 operation and easy storage.

 Auxiliary jack enables the use of gaming devices   
 (gaming hardware not included).
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7 iPod is a registered product of Apple Computer. 
 All iPod devices are sold separately.

Taking your personal music collection with you wherever 
you go has never been easier. Mercedes-Benz now 
offers seamless integration of your iPod into the audio 
system of your R-Class. With an interface that is com-
patible with any dock-connector equipped iPod device, 
your iPod is charging even while it is plugged in. 

Steering wheel controls and a visual display of the 
artist and song title make your iPod a perfect fit with 
your Mercedes-Benz.

iPod® Integration7

Your music. Your Mercedes-Benz.

Control your iPod via steering wheel buttons:

Display of current iPod selection

Navigate within the current iPod music menu

Volume Control, Select, Fast-Forward, Rewind

CD Changer

Compact and convenient changer for 
up to 6 CDs. Plays conventional audio CDs 
and CDs with MP3 format audio files.
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Roof Rack Basic Carrier [P. 25]
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Roof Rack Basic Carrier [P. 25]
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Ski Rack Insert

Securely hold up to three pairs of skis  
and poles with this rack. Designed 
for use in our Small Roof Cargo Container  
(sold separately).

Luggage Set for Roof Cargo Container

This set of four sporty and functional bags is 
designed to fit inside our Small or Large Roof Cargo 
Containers (sold separately). Constructed of 
durable, weather-resistant materials. Shoulder straps 
included.

Basic Carrier Storage Bag

Protect your Roof Rack Basic 
Carrier in this nylon bag when 
not attached to your R-Class.

Roof Cargo Containers

Create additional space for sports equipment and luggage with one of our aerodynamic, high-quality roof containers designed to nicely 
compliment your R-Class. Constructed of lightweight, yet exceptionally durable, impact-tested thermoplastic material. Features pressurized 
struts for easy lid operation and a security lock. Comes in silver finish, which may be painted to match the body of your R-Class. 

Small model holds 11.5 cubic feet. Medium model holds 14 cubic feet. Large model holds 16 cubic feet. All models have a maximum load 
capacity of 110 lbs. Requires Roof Rack Basic Carrier (sold separately).

Chances are good that you bought a R-Class because you 
need a vehicle that can adapt to your different needs. 

For those people and times, Mercedes-Benz has developed an 
expansive assortment of cargo management and vehicle care 
and protection products. All of which are featured in these pages.

[medium]

[small]

[large]
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Bicycle Rack

This rack securely holds a single bicycle and attaches to the Roof Rack Basic 
Carrier (sold separately). Up to three bicycle racks may be supported 
on the Roof Rack Basic Carrier. Bicycles may be mounted to the rack before 
affixing to the carrier (above right). Lock set available (sold separately).

Roof Rack Basic Carrier

Our basic carrier is an essential component for attaching a wide assortment 
of items to the top of your R-Class. After easy installation, you can securely 
attach and lock bicycles, ski & snowboard racks, or a cargo container. (Racks 
and containers are sold separately.)



Ski & Snowboard Rack – Deluxe

This rack holds up to six pairs of skis or four snowboards and 
features a pull-out function that makes for easier loading and 
unloading without the need to reach across the roof of the car. 
Requires Roof Rack Basic Carrier (sold separately).

Ski & Snowboard Rack – Standard 
This rack is made to tote up to four pairs of skis or  
two snowboards atop your R-Class. Requires  
Roof Rack Basic Carrier (sold separately), which can 
accommodate two Ski & Snowboard Racks.
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UVS-100TM Sunshade

Think of it as SPF 100 for your dashboard. Helps 
prevent sun damage to the interior while 
keeping the inside cooler. Practical and durable. 
Made of reflective fabric laminated to a foam core.

All-Season Floor Mat Set

These custom-designed rubber floor mats are a great 
way to keep the carpet in your R-Class in top condition. 
Deep channels trap water, mud and melting snow. 
Easy to clean. Four mats per set. Set of two for third 
row also available. Available in black, grey or beige.

Sheepskin Seat Inserts

Cool in the summer and warm in the winter, 
these sheepskin seat inserts are tailored to the  
front seat to provide an excellent fit and long- 
term comfort. Set of two. Available in black, grey 
or beige. | Availability may be initially delayed |

Vehicle Cover

This UV-resistant 3-layer cover helps protect the 
finish of your R-Class from the elements. Made from 
breathable Noah® fabric, it combines an excellent fit 
with durable construction. Lock and cable available 
separately. | Availability may be initially delayed |

utility & care

Mud Flaps

Designed to match the contours of the R-Class, these durable formed 
plastic mud flaps will help protect your vehicle and followers from loose 
road debris, rocks and the corrosive effects of salty road spray. 
Sold primed, which may be painted to match the color of your vehicle. 
Available in pairs for the front and the rear.



Collapsible Shopping Crate

Make your next trip to the market more 
convenient with this collapsible shopping 
crate. To save space, it folds flat when 
not in use. Dimensions folded: 2 x 13 x 18".

Cargo Area Tray 

Protect the floor of your trunk with this durable, 
easy-to-clean plastic insert with 2" sides. Formed 
to perfectly fit the rear cargo area of the R-Class.

Battery Trickle Charger

For those extended periods when 
your R-Class has not been used, this 
charging device will help ensure 
that your battery is fully energized 
when you need it.

Rear Net /Side Net /Floor Net

Versatile and convenient, these strong and durable nylon nets 
help you to secure objects in the back of your R-Class. 
Rear net may be attached to either the loading sill or third-row 
seat. Each net is sold separately.

Cargo Cover 

Shields the interior of the cargo section from prying eyes. 
Available in charcoal, ash and stone.

Cargo Divider Net 

Divides the passenger section of your R-Class 
from the cargo compartment. | Not shown |
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Car Care Kit

Cleans, restores and protects. Includes seven 
specialty products, 3.5-gallon bucket with convenient 
mesh pocket skirt for storage, car care manual 
and two reusable applicator pads. Products: Leather 
Seat Care, Interior Care, Quick Wipe, Paint 
Cleaner, Paint Care, Car Shampoo and Wheel Care; 
all formulated exclusively for Mercedes-Benz by 
Meguiar’s.

Wheel & Tire Care Kit

Keeps wheels and tires looking their best. Includes 
our unique, richly formulated Tire Care gel for 
long-term prevention of tire discoloration and dulling, 
plus our high-performance Wheel Care formula to 
help dissolve brake dust and road grime. Equipped 
with an ergonomically designed wheel brush to 
reach hard-to-clean areas without scratching painted 
surfaces. Stows together in a durable, zippered case.

Leather Chamois

Soft, pliable and absorbent leather to gently wipe 
away water without leaving streaks or water marks 
on your R-Class.

Sheepskin Washmit

Thick, 100% Merino wool pile helps apply car 
shampoo, capture dirt and grime, and reduce paint 
surface scratches. Large shape and elasticized 
wrist comfortably accommodates all hand sizes.

Mercedes-Benz Car Care
Maintain and protect your investment.
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R-Class Luggage Set

Innovative, multi-functional design perfectly fit for the R-Class. Set includes two pieces. The surprisingly 
spacious Travel Bag features a split main compartment. Inside are two large expandable garment compartments 
along with four oversized pockets. The versatile Trifold Bag provides various storage options for clothing and 
accessories. Made from high-quality nylon with leather and polished steel zipper pullers. Black with grey inner 
linings. Travel Bag measures approx. 26 x 13 x 13" and Trifold Bag measures approx. 17 x 13 x 13".

The world of Mercedes-Benz  
includes more than just luxury 

performance vehicles. 

These pages spotlight personal 
accessories from the Lifestyle Collection 
that complement your R-Class.

Thermo Tumbler

You won’t find a more complementary beverage tumbler than 
this for your R-Class. Fully insulated to keep beverages hot 
or cold. Designed with brushed steel, glossy black and polished 
steel trim with Mercedes-Benz logo. Includes thumb-slider 
top to help prevent accidental spills. | Not microwave oven safe |
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Crystal R-Class Paperweight

A distinctive addition to any R-Class 
enthusiast’s desktop, this crystal 
cube contains a laser-etched 3-D image 
of the R-Class and the Mercedes-Benz 
logo. Measures approx. 3 x 2 x 2".

Pocket Umbrella

Mini collapsible umbrella packs a lot of technology in a compact 
design. Features include one-touch auto open and close, patented 
“windproof” Fibertec® ribs, Teflon® coated canopy to repel water 
and dust. Silver Mercedes-Benz logo on black canopy. 22" diameter 
when open. 11" length when closed. Nylon sleeve for storage.

3 Keys Key Ring

Highly polished metal plate with an 
inserted black leather strip. Features 
lasered Mercedes-Benz logo. Designed 
for 3 keys.

Baseball “R” Cap

Premium baseball cap made 
from smooth brushed cotton 

The visor features R-Class 
typography embroidered on a 

shiny polyester bill in front 
Mercedes-Benz logo etched into 

chromed closing clip. Unisex 
One size available. Black

. 

 
.

 
. 
.

“R” T-Shirt

Straight cut, relaxed fit 
in 100% combed cotton 

Oversized original R-Class 
typography print on front 

and silver Mercedes-Benz 
logo on upper back 

Unisex. Sizes Small through 
Extra Large. Black

. 

 
 
. 

 
.

R-Class Scale Models | V251

1:18, Iridium Silver and Obsidian Black
1:43, Iridium Silver and Capri Blue
 Manufacturer: Minichamps
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 Accessory Light Alloy Wheels : 

B6 647 4298 18" 6-Spoke Aluminium Alloy Wheel1 8 
 (Wheel Size: 8J x 18 ET 67, Tire Size: 255/55 R18)

B6 647 4299 19" 5-Spoke Aluminium Alloy Wheel2  9 
 (Wheel Size: 8J x 19 ET 67, Tire Size 255/50 R19)

B6 647 4213 20" 5-Twin-Spoke Aluminium Alloy Wheel2  8 
 (Wheel Size: 8.5J x 20 ET 61, Tire Size: 265/45 R20)

  Factory Standard and Optional Wheels: 

B6 647 4247 17" 7-Spoke Aluminium Alloy Wheel3  11 
 (Wheel Size: 7.5J x 17 ET 56, Tire Size: 235/65 R17)

B6 647 4286 18" 5-Twin-Spoke Aluminium Alloy Wheel3  10 
 (Wheel Size: 8J x 18 ET 67, Tire Size: 255/55 R18)

B6 647 4285 18" 10-Spoke Aluminium Alloy Wheel3  11 
 (Wheel Size: 8J x 18 ET 67, Tire Size: 255/55 R18)

B6 647 4203 19" 5-Spoke Aluminium Alloy Wheel3 10 
  (Wheel Size: 8J x 19 ET 67, Tire Size: 255/50 R19)

B6 647 4208 19" 5-Spoke Aluminium Alloy Wheel4 10 
  (Wheel Size: 8J x 19 ET 67, Tire Size: 255/50 R19)

B6 688 2010 Aerodynamic Set, primed  11

B6 688 1235 Chrome Air Intake Bridge  9

BQ 672 0004 Chrome Door Handle Inserts (Set of 4) 13

B6 688 1234 Chrome Lower Bumper Trim Piece 10

B6 689 0117 Door Sill Panels, Blue-Illuminated, Front (Set of 2) 12

B6 689 0121 Door Sill Panels, Non-Illuminated, Front and Rear (Set of 4) 12

 License Plate Frames:  

BQ 688 0005 Slimline Frame (Polished stainless steel) 13

BQ 688 0007 Slimline Frame (Black powder coat stainless steel) 13

BQ 688 0092 Slimline Frame (Black pearl stainless steel) 13

BQ 688 0101 Slimline Frame (Satin stainless steel) 13

BQ 688 0086 Mercedes-Benz Frame (Polished stainless steel) 13

BQ 688 0088 Mercedes-Benz Frame (Black powder coat stainless steel) 13

BQ 688 0090 Mercedes-Benz Frame (Black pearl stainless steel) 13

BQ 688 0100 Mercedes-Benz Frame (Satin stainless steel) 13

BQ 688 0087 AMG Frame (Polished stainless steel) 13

BQ 688 0099 AMG Frame (Carbon fiber faux stainless steel) 13

BQ 688 0091 AMG Frame (Black pearl stainless steel) 13

BQ 688 0058 Marque Plate with Star logo (Polished stainless steel) 13

BQ 688 0059 Marque Plate with Star logo (Black powder coat stainless steel) 13

entertainment
& communicationappearance

 appearance (continued)

BQ 675 0004 Liftgate Handle (Polished stainless steel) 13

BQ 675 0034 Liftgate Handle (Satin stainless steel) 13

BQ 640 8122 Tire Valve Stem Caps (Black)  8

BQ 688 0057 Tire Valve Stem Caps (Silver)  8

BQ 640 8125 Tire Valve Stem Caps (AMG)  8

B6 647 0120 Wheel Hub Insert (Blue)  8

B6 647 0207 Wheel Hub Insert (Chrome)  8

B6 647 0206 Wheel Hub Insert (Silver)  8

B6 664 0144/0145 Wheel Locks for Aluminium Wheels (17"/18" and larger) 11

B6 627 0887 Wood & Leather Steering Wheel (Burl Walnut/Stone) 13

B6 627 0885 Wood & Leather Steering Wheel (Burl Walnut/Charcoal) 13

B6 627 0889 Wood & Leather Steering Wheel (Burl Walnut/Ash) 13

1) Finish: titanium silver,  
  high-sheen polish

2) Finish: sterling silver

3) Finish: titanium silver

4) Finish: chromed



B6 668 0191 All-Season Floor Mat Set (Black, Set of 4  27 
 for front and middle row seats) 

B6 668 0192 All-Season Floor Mat Set (Beige, Set of 4  27 
 for front and middle row seats) 

B6 668 0193 All-Season Floor Mat Set (Grey, Set of 4 27  
 for front and middle row seats) 

B6 668 0246 All-Season Floor Mat Set (Black, Set of 2 for 3rd row seats) 27

B6 668 0247 All-Season Floor Mat Set (Beige, Set of 2 for 3rd row seats) 27

B6 668 0248 All-Season Floor Mat Set (Grey, Set of 2 for 3rd row seats) 27

B6 754 2024 Battery Trickle Charger 28

B6 684 8550 Bicycle Rack 25

B6 684 8551 Bicycle Rack Lock Set 25

BQ 698 0011 Car Care Kit  29

B6 668 0038 Cargo Area Tray  28

B6 766 0009 Cargo Cover (Charcoal) 28

B6 766 0010 Cargo Cover (Stone) 28

B6 766 0011 Cargo Cover (Ash) 28

B6 766 0099 Cargo Divider Net 28

B6 647 0995 Collapsible Shopping Crate 28

BQ 600 0010 Leather Chamois  29

B6 687 0095 Luggage Set (for Small or Large Roof Cargo Containers) 24

B6 652 8234 Mud Flaps (Front, Set of 2) 27

B6 652 8235 Mud Flaps (Rear, Set of 2) 27
B6 766 0109 Net, Floor  28

B6 766 0110 Net, Rear  28

B6 766 0107 Net, Side  28

B6 687 0091 Roof Cargo Container (Small) 24

B6 687 0101 Roof Cargo Container (Medium) 24

B6 687 0111 Roof Cargo Container (Large) 24

B6 781 2110 Roof Rack Basic Carrier 25

B6 781 2124 Roof Rack Basic Carrier Storage Bag  24

see dealer Sheepskin Seat Insert (Grey, Set of 2) 27

see dealer Sheepskin Seat Insert (Black, Set of 2) 27

see dealer Sheepskin Seat Insert (Beige, Set of 2) 27

BQ 600 0005 Sheepskin Washmit  29

B6 685 1703 Ski & Snowboard Rack – Deluxe 26

utility
& care 34/35

index

B6 695 1519 3 Keys Key Ring 33

B6 695 1515 Baseball “R” Cap (Black) 33

B6 695 1523 Crystal R-Class Paperweight 33

B6 695 1527 Pocket Umbrella 33

B6 695 1526 R-Class Luggage Set 32

B6 696 2323 R-Class Scale Model | 1:18 (Iridium Silver) 33

B6 696 2325 R-Class Scale Model | 1:18 (Obsidian Black) 33

B6 696 2214 R-Class Scale Model | 1:43 (Iridium Silver) 33

B6 696 2215 R-Class Scale Model | 1:43 (Capri Blue) 33

B6 695 1510 “R” T-Shirt (Small) 33

B6 695 1511 “R” T-Shirt (Medium) 33

B6 695 1512 “R” T-Shirt (Large) 33

B6 695 1513 “R” T-Shirt (Extra Large) 33

A950 999 1111 Thermo Tumbler 32

 utility & care (continued)

B6 685 1702 Ski & Snowboard Rack – Standard 26

B6 687 0094 Ski Rack Insert (for Small Roof Cargo Containers) 24

see dealer UVS-100TM Sunshade 27

see dealer Vehicle Cover (Black) 27

see dealer Vehicle Cover (Beige) 27

see dealer Vehicle Cover (Grey) 27

see dealer Vehicle Cover Lock and Cable 27

BQ 698 0009 Wheel & Tire Care Kit  29
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